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RegDelta™

Trusted Regulatory 
Intelligence
RegDelta gives your enterprise 
the power to scan the horizon and 
configure your obligations into a single 
business truth. Unlike any other provider, 
we use NLP to determine relevance 
from millions of alerts, enrich every 
document with a deep, proprietary 
model for FS obligations and deliver 
them to your instance in under 3 days.   
 
Powered by JWG regulatory analysts, 
we use highly advanced tools to scan, 
scrape and enrich content; helping 
businesses understand and manage 
regulatory risk in a more efficient and 
economic manner.
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RegDelta™

The gold standard for AI-powered control 
over regulatory obligations.

Ever-growing mountain of  
regulatory demands  
 
Finding the right balance between meeting internal cost-saving 

objectives, while keeping on top of an ever-growing mountain 

of regulatory demands is presenting the opportunity to digitize 

compliance obligation management.  

380,000 pages of new FS 
regulations    
 
In 2020 alone, JWG filtered over 700,000 events from 

700+ regulatory publishers. RegDelta is on-track to have 

a year-end total of over 490 legislative initiatives with 

25,700 documents with over 380,000 pages and 125 million 

words. This is over a 300% increase from 2019 as COVID has 

unleashed a second wave of global regulatory reform.  

Use technology to mitigate risk
 
Missing a single update can cause a disproportional loss 

if the firm fails to spot a regulatory change and action it 

appropriately. To mitigate this risk, financial institutions 

need to digitise their operating models with RegTech which 

creates as single view of the regulatory truth throughout their 

organisation.  
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RegDelta™

RegDelta AI-Powered natural language 
technology platform
Our industry leading RegDelta platform hosts a semantic rule book for regulators, financial 

institutions and technology companies. RegDelta uses AI-enabled NLP to help humans make 

intelligent decisions about their compliance obligations. In addition to hundreds of NLP tags, each 

document is enriched with 12 metadata fields by JWG analysts, allowing users to navigate vast 

libraries in a seamless workflow.   

      Experienced
 
JWG has over 14 years’ 
experience in working with 
market leaders to navigate and
interpret regulatory change

  

      Trusted
 
Underpinned by experts who 
crowdsource regulatory pain 
points and solutions, the 
platform is fit for purpose and 
evolves in line with business 
needs

  

      Proven
 
RegDelta was built by the banks 
for the banks, and has since 
been deployed globally within 
many financial institutions

      Golden Source
 
RegDelta has the highest quality, 
best structured full-text library 
covering publicly available, client 
and 3rd party content

  

      Fast SLA’s
 
Fast SLAs mean firms get up-
to-date regulatory alerts. JWG 
analysts currently provide 35% of 
documents the same day they 
were published 

  

      Global coverage
 
RegDelta currently supports 
12 non-English languages. We 
offer proven translation for non-
English documentation. 
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RegDelta™

Our clients have achieved massive 
returns on their investment. 

RegDelta’s SaaS + data offering your gives enterprise the power to scan the horizon and 

configure your obligations into a single business truth. Unlike any other provider, we use NLP to 

determine relevance from millions of alerts, enrich every document with a deep, proprietary 

model for FS obligations and deliver them to your instance in under 3 days. 

 
Call us on (+44)7973 492906 for more 
information on how our clients have deployed 
and benefited from the RegDelta system. 
 
Visit regdelta.jwg-it.eu for more information.
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